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ABSTRACT
Gateway routers are at the heart of every network infrastructure,
interconnecting subnetworks and enforcing access control policies
using firewalls. However, their central position makes them high-
value targets for network compromises. Typically, gateways are
erroneously assumed to be hardened against software vulnerabili-
ties (“bastion host”). In fact, though, they inherit the attack surface of
their underlying commodity OSes which together with the wealth
of auxiliary services available on both consumer and enterprise
gateways—web and VoIP, file sharing, remote logins, monitoring,
etc.—undermines this belief. This is underlined by a plethora of
recent CVEs for commodity OSes and services of popular routers
which resulted in authentication bypass or remote code execution
thus enabling attackers full control over their security policies.

We present TrustedGateway (TruGW), a new gateway archi-
tecture, which isolates “core” networking features—routing and
firewall—from error-prone auxiliary services and gateway OSes.
TruGW leverages a TEE-assisted design to protect the network path
and policies while staying compatible with commodity gateway
platforms. TruGW uses ARM TrustZone to protect the NIC and
traffic processing from a fully-compromised gateway and permits
policy updates only by trusted remote administrators. That way,
TruGW can readily guarantee the secure enforcement of trusted
policies on commodity gateways. TruGW’s small attack surface is
a key enabler to regain trust in core network infrastructures.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Firewalls; Trusted computing; •
Networks → Routers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Gateway routers interconnect networks and govern their commu-
nication using firewall policies. Therefore, gateways are attractive
targets for adversaries seeking to abuse their central position for
network infiltration and information leakage. While gateways were
assumed to be hardened (“bastion host”), a series of recent CVEs
has raised serious concerns over their security (Table 6, Appendix).
These vulnerabilities typically arise out of non-hardened auxiliary
services that execute on gateways. These services easily add up to a
large, complex code base which is hard to audit (Table 4, Appendix).
Therefore, many serious vulnerabilities lurk in these auxiliary ser-
vices, which enable attackers to remotely compromise the gateways.
Once compromised, they threaten also core services (routing and
firewalling), because gateways nowadays build on commodity OSes
for which several vulnerabilities and privilege escalation attacks
have been revealed (Table 2 + 3, Appendix). Consequently, remote
attackers can chain service to system exploits to gain full control
over gateways and their policies—putting the entire network in-
frastructure at serious risk. As we will discuss in Section 2, the
root cause indeed seems to be the increased threat surface due to
auxiliary services and commodity systems, because, in fact, the core
gateway tasks represent just a small fraction of the entire software
stack and attack surface on gateways. Yet vendors keep adding a
plethora of auxiliary gateway services (e.g., VoIP, file sharing, web
proxies, printing, IoT hubs, content caching) to increase system
utility and gain marketing advantages—at the cost of security.

Researchers and large companies have realised the need for
more secure network gateways and try to re-establish trust by
isolating their critical core functionalities. However, existing ap-
proaches fail to protect commodity gateways—leaving millions of
home and smaller enterprise networks vulnerable (cf. Section 3).
Commodity gateways relying on VMs or OS containers for service
isolation [10, 27] suffer from their huge attack surface (Table 3, Ap-
pendix), while datacenter SmartNICs, which perform routing and
filtering isolated from the host system, are too expensive, bulky,
and complex for commodity devices. Research proposals using
secure containers based on Intel SGX for routing and firewall pro-
tection [2, 17, 50] rely on future hardware support and cannot guar-
antee policy enforcement on stand-alone gateways due to SGX’s
missing hardware control over NICs, which enables a full policy
bypass.

To foster widespread protection of network infrastructures of
consumers and smaller enterprises, we require a design that (i) guar-
antees secure enforcement of a gateway’s routing and firewall poli-
cies even under a system-level attacker while having (ii) a small
trusted computing base (TCB) and (iii) compatibility with commod-
ity hardware and software. However, the complexity of network
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subsystems, including NIC I/O and multiple layers of system soft-
ware, makes it particularly challenging to come up with a design
that balances security, performance, and compatibility. For example,
a fully isolated network stack provides high protection, but at the
cost of a bloated TCB and potential incompatibilities with separated
commodity services, while a low TCB solution might face security
limitations or high performance penalties on calls into the protected
submodules. In addition, compatibility with consumer gateways
is often in conflict with new efficient security technologies (e.g.,
SmartNICs) and might require TCB-increasing extra frameworks.

In this paper, we present TrustedGateway (TruGW), a sys-
tem architecture for commodity gateway routers, which aims to
tackle this design challenge. TruGW builds on ARM TrustZone-
assisted trusted execution environments (TEEs) which provide HW-
enforced memory and I/O isolation, can be easily combined with
existing OS and hypervisor-based designs, and are widely available
in millions of edge devices [49]. TruGW provides a new trusted net-
working core with a low TCB, which provides secure network I/O
and traffic processing isolated from system-level attackers. TruGW
leverages TrustZone (TZ) to protect the core’s memory and grant
it exclusive NIC access. That way, TruGW’s network core has full
control over the gateway’s ingress and egress path and can guar-
antee the enforcement of trusted network policies. In particular,
TruGW shows how to solve several technical challenges: (i) enable
fast, trusted network I/O in spite of TZ’s high context switching
overhead, (ii) after NIC isolation, re-establish network access for
commodity services without breaking security or compatibility, and
(iii) allow for trusted policy configuration—all while preserving a
low TCB.

Technically, TruGW implements a minimal NIC I/O framework
in TZ’s secure world, which provides essential network and link
layer abstractions, and realises trusted routing and firewalling on
top of it. Trusted policies are configured by authenticated remote
administrators via a new trusted configuration service. TruGW’s
framework enables to incorporate only the essential I/O parts of
physical NIC drivers into TZ, which preserves a low TCB. To over-
come TZ’s slow context-switches, TruGW designs a trusted, light-
weight notifier and worker system for efficiently scheduling trusted
NIC I/O, while keeping the system scheduler and threading in the
untrusted world for a better compatibility and TCB. For supporting
commodity services, TruGW implements a Virtio-based network
device in TZ, which exposes a virtual NIC to the untrusted system
for shared network access. However, to prevent network attacks
by untrusted services (e.g. ARP spoofing), TruGW tightly controls
and filters their traffic.

We realise an open-source prototype of TruGW1 by extending
an existing TEE with ≈10.5 k lines of TruGW-specific code. We
evaluated this prototype on the Nitrogen6X dev board [16], which
nicely resembles the hardware configuration of small commodity
gateways. Our proof-of-concept illustrates how TruGW efficiently
enforces trusted routing and firewall policies even under a system-
level compromise, and thus re-establishes trust in commodity gate-
ways and their millions of consumer and enterprise networks.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

1Prototype available at: https://github.com/trugw

• We raise awareness of the serious risk of remote system
compromises of commodity network routers, how they un-
dermine firewall policies, and why existing defenses fall
short of efficiently protecting consumer and SME routers.

• We design TrustedGateway (TruGW), an architecture which
efficiently enforces trusted routing and firewall policies un-
der a system compromise on stand-alone commodity gate-
ways. TruGW is tailored to balance security, performance, and
compatibility for seamless consumer and SME deployment.

• TruGW provides a TEE-tailored networking framework, and
implements a TEE-located Virtio-net device to support con-
trolled network access by untrusted auxiliary or OS services.

• TruGW provides a low TCB, trusted web service for remote
policy management with a secure admin enrollment process.

• We implement a TruGW prototype1 and evaluate its attack
surface, network performance, and secure memory overhead.

2 MOTIVATION
Gateway routers play a critical role for the security of consumer
and enterprise networks. They isolate and interconnect internal
client and server subnetworks, and their network firewalls serve as
central gatekeepers for all ingress and egress network traffic. The
gateways’ central role makes them attractive targets for a network
infiltration putting intruders in an ideal position for attacks. While
gateways are widely assumed to be trusted, their number of services
has drastically increased over the years and so did their attack
surface. In fact, gateways nowadays fulfill a plethora of auxiliary
functionalities beyond secure traffic control, including proxies to
cloud services, edge computing, and typical consumer services such
as file sharing, VoIP, streaming, or network monitoring. Table 2 (see
Appendix) shows that popular gateway platforms therefore derive
from large commodity OSes, typically Linux, to easily integrate
such services.

This software stack composition opens up a huge attack surface.
Table 6 (see Appendix) presents recent CVEs of popular network
devices, that enable remote attackers control over a gateway’s net-
work policies or even the whole system—bypassing any kind of
system-level defense. In fact, all these vulnerabilities lurk in auxil-
iary services and system software unrelated to the security-critical
core networking components (e.g., firewalls). For instance, Table 4
shows 12 popular auxiliary network services on DD-WRT [18]
routers, which together already include a large, error-prone code
base of ≈4517 k LOCs. In addition, Table 3 shows that the widely-
used Linux kernel (Table 2) has faced thousands of CVEs of which
≈10 % directly result in malicious code execution (CE)—with new
ones getting steadily discovered [55, 56, 64]. In contrast, less than
100 CVEs have been reported for the Linux kernel firewall and
Ethernet NIC drivers together with merely ≈3 direct CEs. However,
the plethora of kernel and remote service vulnerabilities enable
attackers to fully compromise gateways, and thus undermine also
their security-critical components and policies.

Figure 1 shows exemplary consequences of such an insecure
gateway in a small enterprise network. The central gateway inter-
connects an isolated guest, client, and multiple server subnetworks.
The gateway firewall permits guests and clients to access exter-
nal networks only through a traffic-filtering proxy. Furthermore,
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Figure 1: Three critical attacks enabled by vulnerable auxil-
iary services that undermine a gateway’s network policies.

clients can access only servers of their work department, and the
firewall heavily filters external ingress traffic. However, any vulner-
able service on the gateway undermines these policies. Attackers
can compromise the gateway using a remote code execution (RCE)
against a service and perform a privilege escalation (e.g., kernel
exploit) to gain access to the firewall policies. (1) A malicious guest
could manipulate the firewall policies to bypass the proxy for direct
external network access (e.g., to launch a spam campaign). (2) A
malicious or malware-infected client can bypass the server isola-
tion to sabotage or steal internal secrets. Lastly, (3) if vulnerable
gateway services are exposed to the public (e.g., file sharing), they
enable external attackers to infiltrate the enterprise network.

Our goal is to re-establish trust in gateways by designing TruGW,
a new architecture for commodity network gateways, which en-
forces authenticated routing and firewall policies even when the
auxiliary services or system software are compromised. That way,
our envisioned gateway significantly hardens the security of enter-
prise networks by eliminating the discussed threats. Furthermore,
TruGW strengthens millions of home networks by hardening con-
sumer routers, which include a plethora of auxiliary features (e.g.,
media, IoT), by providing secure traffic isolation and filtering.

2.1 Threat Model
TruGW relaxes the strong bastion host assumption for all gateway
router software except of the “core networking” features—routing
and firewall. We build on the common threat model which assumes
a gateway located at the network perimeter and a set of internal
(int.) and external (ext.) network clients trying to circumvent the
gateway’s security policies (cf. Figure 1). Motivated by the discussed
plethora of gateway CVEs, we extend this model for TruGW in that
we tolerate a system-level attacker (Sysgw) which has gained major
control over a gateway’s software stack, including all auxiliary
services, the OS, and, if available, the hypervisor (cf. Section 3). After
a compromise, Sysgw will attempt to leverage their central position
to perform man-in-the-middle attacks, tamper with routing rules,
and bypass firewall policies for full network access. We only trust
verified admins which remotely manage the networking policies
via secure configuration requests from trusted devices.

TruGW will root its security guarantees in hardware by lever-
aging CPU-provided secure containers (a.k.a. TEEs) for protecting
the network traffic and policy enforcement. We therefore trust

the gateway’s CPU and all hardware bound to the TEE. Further-
more, we trust the software in the TEE—our trusted computing base
(TCB)—and assume it to be free of vulnerabilities. While we regard
Sysgw in control of all non-TEE software, we exclude side-channel,
denial-of-service (DoS), and all forms of physical attacks.

3 TOWARDS SECURE NETWORK GATEWAYS
We will now outline TruGW’s design goals and requirements and
discuss in how far alternative solutions fall short of fulfilling them.

3.1 Goals and Requirements
The goal of TruGW is the protection and guaranteed enforcement of
a gateway’s traffic routing and firewalling even under a full system
compromise. In addition, we want TruGW to be easily integrable
into commodity gateways without extra costs for wide adoption in
home and (small) enterprise networks. TruGW therefore must build
only on commodity hardware features and refrain from changes to
a gateway’s system software. At the same time, the interplay with
existing gateway OSes and auxiliary services has to be efficient, and
the architecture itself feature a small TCB that can be easily audited.
We derive the following seven security (SR) and four auxiliary (AR)
requirements that TruGW’s design will fulfill:
SR1 Secure Network Setup. The setup phase must prevent unau-

thenticated network communication until the firewall has
initialized a restrictive or restored a trusted state.

SR2 Routing and Firewall Isolation. The integrity of the rout-
ing and firewall components must be guaranteed.

SR3 Mandatory Policy Enforcment. The enforcement of the
routing and firewall policies must be guaranteed.

SR4 Traffic Protection. The untrusted system must not be able
to access (confidentiality) or tamper with traffic (integrity)
not explicitly destined to it. This includes all forward traffic.

SR5 Spoofing Prevention. The untrusted system must not be
able to spoof network addresses (e.g., MAC, IP).

SR6 Trusted Policy Changes. Only authenticated remote ad-
mins must be able to perform trusted policy changes.

SR7 Attack Surface. The trusted computing base (TCB) and ex-
posed attack surface must be small.

AR1 Commodity hardware. The design must build only on cost-
efficient commodity hardware applicable to network routers.

AR2 Service Compatiblity. The designmust support existing un-
trusted gateway OSes and auxiliary (network) services.

AR3 Minimal Changes. The design must require only minimal
changes to the untrusted commodity system software.

AR4 Network Overhead. The design must only introduce rea-
sonably small network performance overhead to stay attrac-
tive to consumers and enterprises.

To achieve these goals, TruGW’s idea is to leverage ARM Trust-
Zone (TZ)—a widely available commodity TEE [49]—to isolate the
network I/O path from the compromised system, and design new,
trusted networking components. That way, even system-level at-
tackers (Sysgw) can neither tamper with network traffic or policies,
nor bypass them. However, it is particularly challenging to come
up with a design that fulfills multiple, partially conflicting goals,
especially considering the complexity of network subsystems. For
example, backwards compatibility (AR1-3) is often in conflict with
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new efficient security technologies (AR4) and might require addi-
tional, TCB-increasing frameworks (SR7 ), while a small TCB might
limit the performance (AR4) or functionality (e.g. SR3). TruGW’s
main contribution is therefore to solve this design challenge and
several additional challenges resulting from it (cf. Section 4 and 5).

3.2 Design Tradeoffs and their Shortcomings
Several related attempts follow similar objectives than our envi-
sioned trusted gateway, yet fall short of fulfilling important security
guarantees and/or deployment requirements. We now discuss these
approaches and their shortcomings w.r.t. TruGW’s properties, and
motivate TruGW’s decision in favour of a TrustZone-based design.

Dedicated Devices. Moving core networking services to dedi-
cated devices could be seen as an intuitive solution to our depicted
problem. While such a physical separation removes potentially
vulnerable auxiliary services from the core networking devices,
even dedicated routers/firewalls still have a high attack surface,
including a full commodity OS (SR7 ). In addition, the extra devices
introduce additional prime, energy, and maintenance costs (AR1).
Furthermore, the declined usability (lack of auxiliary services) and
the resulting need for multiple devices destroys a core marketing
argument of feature-rich routers (related to AR2).

SmartNICs and P4. In-network firewalls have been proposed for
scalable enforcement isolated from vulnerable gateway systems.
FlowBlaze [51] enables stateful network functions on SmartNICs for
high scalability, whereas Kang et al. [28] introduce context-aware
policy enforcement on P4-programmable SDN switches. While
these solutions promise great scalability and security, they are too
expensive, complex (related to AR2/3), and “bulky” (form factor)
for consumers and smaller enterprises (AR1). In contrast, TruGW
focuses on protecting exactly these millions of users by providing
them with an affordable gateway design for commodity hardware.

Intel SGX. Gateway designs based on Intel’s commodity,
hardware-isolated user space containers—so-called Intel SGX
enclaves—suffer from their missing hardware control [14]. They
cannot guarantee secure network policy enforcement on a stand-
alone gateway, because they can neither directly access the NICs nor
prevent attackers from doing so (SR1/3/5). Alcatraz [2] enforces fire-
wall rules and traffic protection, but requires SGX support on every
enterprise middlebox, switch, and host for per-hop tunnels (AR1).
SafeBricks [50] and LightBox [17] securely offload middleboxes to
an untrusted cloud provider using SGX, but must assume a trusted
enterprise gateway to tunnel traffic to them (Sysgw). SENG [57] uses
SGX on the client-side to enforce trusted per-application firewall
policies on the gateway, but assumes the gateway as trusted (Sysgw).
TruGW’s focus is on providing such a secure design for stand-alone
gateways, i.e., we close a gap of existing orthogonal designs.

Virtualization. Hypervisors enable a secure containment of com-
promised OSes and support secure I/O paths. Advanced gateway
platforms by Cisco [10] and Juniper [27] already support VMs
for running third-party user space services. However, for our en-
visioned gateway, hypervisors face two main limitations: a high
attack surface (SR7 ), and compatibility issues (AR3/4). Following
ideas of VMwall [59], a gateway could use a hypervisor to protect

the network processing inside the host VM (“dom0”) against a com-
promised gateway OS. However, Table 3 (see Appendix) shows that
commodity hypervisors like Xen [20] or QEMU/KVM face a high
attack surface, which is even further increased by the dom0 OS—
by default a full-blown Linux. Even when splitting core services
into multiple VMs (similar to QubesOS [34, 52]), the TCB stays
large (SR7 ). Minimal, so-called micro-hypervisors have a low TCB
but are by design functionally limited, e.g., to a single VM without
isolated I/O, which makes efficient secure I/O difficult (AR4) [8]. Fur-
thermore, the use of security micro-hypervisors is in conflict with
deployed commodity gateway hypervisors, and therefore either
(a) requires slow, complex nested virtualization (SR7,AR4), (b) deep
integration with gateway hypervisors (AR2/3), or (c) can only sup-
port gateways without hypervisors. McCormack et al. [45] have
proposed such a micro-hypervisor-based secure gateway, however
their concept fails to guarantee traffic protection and policy en-
forcement against system-level attackers (SR3/4). Zhou et al. [67, 68]
used micro-hypervisors to build minimal TCB, trusted I/O paths
from applications to specific device classes, but have not focused on
NICs or network policies (SR1-6). TruGW’s minimal TCB efficiently
enforces and protects secure networking against Sysgw even if they
control a gateway hypervisor (cf. Section 2.1).

ARM TrustZone. TruGW builds on ARM TrustZone (TZ)2, be-
cause TZ makes an ideal candidate for a secure network gateway
due to its hardware-enforced memory and I/O isolation, and its
widespread availability [49]. TZ provides hardware primitives for
ARM-based TEEs, i.e., secure containers for hosting code and data
isolated from all system software. Unlike Intel SGX, TZ is a system-
level TEE and additionally features device isolation. TZ extends
all system resources—including CPU, memory and devices—with a
security state and supports HW-enforced access control rules based
on the states [48, 49]. TZ’s features enable stand-alone security
architectures with trusted I/O similar to hypervisors, but with a
potentially very small TCB (cf. OP-TEE in Table 3, Appendix) and
without being in conflict with deployed gateway hypervisors. In
fact, TrustZone has been used for many domains like trusted user
I/O [35, 66], trusted peripheral access [31, 41], and secure stream
processing [48]. However, none of these approaches explore the
protection of a gateway’s network path and policy enforcement
(SR1-6). Even though StreamBox-TZ [48] proposes exclusive NIC
access by trusted components for stream processing performance, it
simply assumes trusted networking stacks and NIC isolation as an
available black box. In fact, StreamBox-TZ neither provides details
about networking, nor considers network policies, nor access by
untrusted services (SR1-6, AR2-4). To the best of our knowledge,
there is no such trusted networking support fulfilling all require-
ments for secure gateways. Therefore, TruGW designs new trusted
networking components as part of its secure gateway architecture.

4 TRUGW’S DESIGN
We now describe TruGW’s gateway design and mention challenges
it had to solve. To highlight how TruGW fulfills the requirements
outlined in Section 3.1, we refer to them at relevant passages. We
provide additional details of TruGW’s architecture in Section 5.

2Our current focus is mainly on ARM TrustZone for Cortex-A (TZ-A).
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TruGW’s main idea is to isolate network I/O and critical “core”
gateway functionalities from a gateway’s error-prone auxiliary
services and system software. That way, TruGW’s network “core”
keeps full control over the network traffic and can guarantee secure
policy enforcement even on a service or system compromise. As
shown in Figure 2, TruGW uses a TrustZone-assisted TEE to divide
the gateway architecture into an untrusted (𝑈𝑃 ) and a memory-
isolated trusted (𝑇𝑃 ) partition. The untrusted 𝑈𝑃 runs a gateway
OS—in the following called network operating system (NOS)—which
hosts the auxiliary services and commodity kernel. The trusted
𝑇𝑃 hosts the TEE OS and all core components of TruGW, i.e., our
TCB. TZ-assisted TEEs [40, 42] have a minimal TCB (SR7 ) with
few CVEs (Table 3, OP-TEE), however, at the cost of a very limited
secure runtime dedicated to small,𝑈𝑃 -exposed RPC services, e.g.,
trusted key storage [44]. Current TEE OSes are not designed for
fast, I/O-intense tasks and thus neither support trusted network I/O
nor traffic processing. Therefore, TruGW designs a new TZ-tailored
networking core in 𝑇𝑃 called NetTrug. NetTrug includes new mod-
ules for trusted network I/O, routing, and firewalling isolated from
𝑈𝑃 attackers (cf. Figure 2). Policies are remotely configured via
a new trusted interface (§4.3). To preserve compatibility with𝑈𝑃
services under an isolated network path, TruGW implements a new
trusted virtual network device called VNIC, which together with
NetTrug provides 𝑈𝑃 with tightly-controlled network access (AR2).

We will now present how TruGW tackled the following major
challenges: (i) achieve fast, trusted networking in spite of TZ’s high
context-switch overhead, (ii) securely share network access with𝑈𝑃
serviceswithout breaking security or compatibility, and (iii) provide
trusted policy configuration—all while preserving a low TCB.

4.1 Trusted Networking
In a commodity gateway, the network I/O and processing is per-
formed by drivers and services typically located in the NOS kernel.
The NIC drivers form the I/O interface to the NICswhile the services
perform essential tasks, e.g., routing. However, their location makes
them fully controllable by𝑈𝑃 system-level attackers enabling them
to tamper with all traffic and bypass any security policy. To guaran-
tee secure traffic and policy processing (SR1-4), NetTrug therefore
revokes𝑈𝑃 ’s NIC access and provides trusted networking in 𝑇𝑃 .

I/O and Scheduling. First, NetTrug must enable trusted NIC I/O
paths. NetTrug therefore protects the NICs against𝑈𝑃 and supports
trusted NIC drivers in 𝑇𝑃 . NetTrug protects a NIC’s I/O interfaces

in 𝑇𝑃 : memory-mapped device registers, shared I/O rings, and in-
terrupts. Device registers enable drivers to interact with a NIC
and especially configure the memory location of the I/O descriptor
rings. These rings contain information about processable network
buffers and by default reside in unprotected system memory to-
gether with their buffers. Descriptor changes are signaled via NIC
interrupts and device registers [13]. If these interfaces stay unpro-
tected,𝑈𝑃 attackers can tamper with network traffic inside the I/O
buffers or directly interact with the NICs and thus bypass any policy
(SR1-4). Therefore, NetTrug leverages TZ’s Protection Controller
(TZPC) [49] to bind all NICs exclusively to the trusted kernel space
(𝑇𝑘
𝑃
) from boot on (SR1). That way, TZ blocks all𝑈𝑃 access attempts

to the NIC registers and securely redirects all NIC interrupts to 𝑇𝑘
𝑃
.

To protect the I/O rings and enable trusted I/O operation,
NetTrug requires trusted NIC drivers inside 𝑇𝑘

𝑃
. However, cur-

rent TZ-assisted TEEs [40, 42] have no support for network I/O.
Naïvely, we could try to port existing drivers to 𝑇𝑃 , but this raises
several technical challenges: a full port would massively bloat
the TCB (SR7 ), because drivers heavily depend on large, kernel-
integrated driver frameworks and include many management func-
tions beyond I/O. Furthermore, driver frameworks assume fast
interrupt and threading support, which is either (i) not available in
𝑇𝑃 due to TZ TEEs [40] relying on𝑈𝑃 for scheduling, which suffers
from costly TEE context-switches and limitations in interrupt con-
texts (cf. §5.1) (AR4), or (ii) requires secure hardware timers [42]
and respective 𝑈𝑃 system-level changes for a TZ-tailored system
scheduler—violating TruGW’s goal of a low TCB design for com-
modity gateways (SR7,AR1+3).

Instead, NetTrug designs two new trusted kernel frameworks
in 𝑇𝑃 : a NIC I/O framework with partial driver integration, and
a notifier and worker framework for efficient I/O scheduling. To
keep the TCB small (SR7 ), NetTrug’s I/O framework implements
only the essential network and link layer abstractions required for
I/O operations of NIC drivers, e.g., packet queues and NIC device
interfaces. Furthermore, NetTrug splits each NIC driver in two parts:
a trusted I/O part (Tdrv) and an untrusted auxiliary part (Udrv). As
shown in Figure 3, NetTrug integrates only the trusted part Tdrv into
𝑇𝑘
𝑃
, but keeps Udrv in the untrusted network OS. Tdrv protects the

NIC I/O descriptor rings in𝑇𝑃 memory, handles NIC interrupts, and
securely performs I/O isolated from𝑈𝑃 attackers (SR4). Udrv has no
NIC access and only handles uncritical tasks on behalf of Tdrv (split
details in §5.2.1). To enable fast but compatible, low TCB I/O paths
(SR7,AR1+3-4), NetTrug keeps the system scheduler and threading
in the 𝑈𝑃 NOS and instead designs new trusted NIC I/O workers.
These workers build on lightweight,𝑈𝑃 -scheduled TEE OS threads,
but are designed to minimize costly TZ context switches to𝑈𝑃 and
be notifiable by trusted interrupt handlers. They are scheduled via a
new trusted notifier on packet events, and run all NetTrug network
tasks, incl. Tdrv (details: §5.1). Combined, these frameworks ensure
that NetTrug has exclusive control over the gateway’s ingress and
egress network paths and can efficiently perform secure NIC I/O
even under a full𝑈𝑃 system compromise (SR1+4,AR4).

Routing and Firewall. For secure networking, NetTrug addition-
ally requires trusted traffic routing and filtering—features entirely
missing in current TEE OSes. However, we cannot directly port
existing network stacks into TZ. Similar to driver frameworks, they
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consist of large modules which would bloat the TCB (SR7 ) and
heavily rely on threading and synchronization primitives not ef-
ficiently available in compatible TEE OSes (AR1+3-4). In addition,
these stacks are not designed to defend against 𝑈𝑃 system-level
attackers (SR1-5). Therefore, NetTrug designs new TZ-aware net-
working modules on top of its I/O and worker frameworks. In
contrast to existing stacks, NetTrug focuses on the security-critical
“core services”—routing and firewall—and explicitly excludes client
protocol and socket stacks (e.g., TCP/IP) from 𝑇𝑃 to minimize the
TCB [69] (SR7 ), as shown in Figure 3. NetTrug’s exclusive NIC
control guarantees secure traffic processing by its networking mod-
ules (SR3-4). NetTrug introduces trusted and untrusted network
interfaces on which its workers enforce trusted routing and firewall
policies. NetTrug maps all physical NICs to trusted interfaces by
default, and can enforce extra routing and filter rules on untrusted
interfaces. In §4.2, we will explain how NetTrug and its virtual
VNIC device securely enable tightly-controlled network access to
𝑈𝑃 services via an untrusted network interface. For traffic filtering,
NetTrug incorporates a network firewall into its trusted networking
frameworks. NetTrug assumes at least a stateful L3/L4 firewall for
secure, efficient traffic protection, but is conceptually oblivious to
the concrete firewall capabilities (cf. §5.1). In contrast to commodity
gateways, NetTrug securely manages trusted routing and firewall
policies in 𝑇𝑃 and guarantees mandatory policy enforcement.𝑈𝑃
attackers can neither bypass nor tamper with these policies (SR1-3).

4.2 Securely Sharing Network Access
As NetTrug isolates all NICs and processes their traffic securely
in 𝑇𝑘

𝑃
, any direct network access by𝑈𝑃 attackers is blocked (SR4).

However, as NetTrug focuses on trusted network I/O and security-
critical services (SR7 ), all remaining gateway services stay in𝑈𝑃 and
become unreachable. To resolve this compatibility issue, TruGW
designs VNIC, a new virtual network device that performs secure
traffic forwarding between𝑈𝑃 and𝑇𝑃 . In contrast to commodity vir-
tual network devices [47], VNIC is tailored to TZ and integrated into
NetTrug’s networking frameworks. Together with VNIC, NetTrug
enables tightly-controlled network access for𝑈𝑃 services (AR2).

From 𝑈𝑃 ’s point of view, VNIC exposes a memory mapped
Virtio-net device, i.e., a virtual ethernet card with a low TCB mem-
ory interface (Virtio-mmio) following the Virtio standard [47] (SR7 ).
That way, the 𝑈𝑃 NOS can use its builtin Virtio drivers (AR3) to
initialize a network interface to VNIC, which serves as𝑈𝑃 ’s default
interface for all network I/O (cf. §5.2.2). The interface is configured
with all IP addresses of the gateway. As a result,𝑈𝑃 services need
not be modified and can use the standard socket API and TCP/IP
stack of the NOS for their network communication (AR2).

From 𝑇𝑃 ’s point of view, VNIC is a special trusted NIC driver
associated with an untrusted NetTrug network interface. VNIC per-
forms the buffer I/O between the untrusted𝑈𝑃 Virtio-net driver and
NetTrug. VNIC’s virtual I/O rings are located in untrusted memory
shared with the 𝑈𝑃 driver (virtqueues, Figure 3). Therefore, VNIC
must securely copy network buffers between the rings and 𝑇𝑃 and
check that untrusted buffers never overlap with trusted𝑇𝑃 memory.
That way, VNIC prevents traffic tampering and memory attacks by
𝑈𝑃 system-level attackers and enables NetTrug to securely process
the network buffers in protected 𝑇𝑃 memory (SR3, SR4).

VNIC provides an explicit, secure path to𝑈𝑃 services and thus
enables NetTrug to make them reachable again. However, NetTrug
must enforce additional security measures on the VNIC-associated
untrusted network interface to protect forward traffic against 𝑈𝑃
(SR4) and prevent address spoofing attacks by𝑈𝑃 -located attackers
(SR5). By default, NetTrug routes traffic only to𝑈𝑃 if it is explicitly
destined to one of TruGW’s IPs. That way, the forward traffic stays
isolated from𝑈𝑃 (SR4) and avoids additional I/O overhead (AR4). To
prevent spoofing by𝑈𝑃 (SR5), NetTrug replaces the source MACs of
all egress traffic with those of the output interfaces, drops packets
from𝑈𝑃 with spoofed source IPs, and handles𝑈𝑃 ’s host discovery
messages locally in 𝑇𝑃 (§5.3.1). In addition, TruGW enables trusted
admins to define firewall policies directly on the VNIC interface to
tightly control network access from and to𝑈𝑃 , as discussed next.

4.3 Trusted Policy Configuration
Administrators are used to manage network policies using a NOS-
provided 𝑈𝑃 web application. However, any configuration service
inside𝑈𝑃 gives system-level attackers full control over a gateway’s
policies (SR3+6). Naïvely, we could isolate a configuration service
in 𝑇𝑃 and make it remotely reachable directly via NetTrug. Yet this
would require a full network and web stack in NetTrug (incl. a
full-fledged web server, TCP/IP stack, and socket API), leading to a
stark increase in its TCB size and attack surface (SR7 ).

Instead, TruGW offers a web-based configuration that does not
require these complex software stacks. To this end, we introduce
ConfigService, a new tiny 𝑇𝑃 userspace service for secure remote
configuration of NetTrug’s trusted network policies (cf. Figure 3).
ConfigService provides authenticated admins with a trusted web
application for policy management (SR6) while offloading web re-
sources and the connection handling securely to𝑈𝑃 for a low TCB
(SR7 ). ConfigService includes a new minimal (∼2.1k LOCs, plus TLS
library) HTTPS endpoint to handle TLS sessions with admins and
ship a web interface to their browsers. To minimize the TCB (SR7 ),
ConfigService securely offloads the TCP socket management to𝑈𝑃 ;
a new untrusted userspace service (SockHelper) handles the TCP
sockets for ConfigService and forwards the protected TLS records
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between the𝑈𝑃 network stack and ConfigService (Figure 3). That
way, ConfigService requires no TCP/IP or socket stack inside 𝑇𝑃 .

SockHelper makes ConfigService remotely reachable via VNIC.
However,𝑈𝑃 attackers become strong on-path MITM attackers as
they control the shared𝑈𝑃 TCP/IP stack.While TLS provides end-to-
end protection between admins and ConfigService, ConfigService
must additionally prevent impersonation and web attacks by 𝑈𝑃
(SR6). Therefore, TruGW introduces a dedicated trusted web address
(domain or IP) for ConfigService and supports a secure enrollment
process for establishing credentials for mutual TLS authentication.
The trusted address guarantees a different web origin than 𝑈𝑃
services even though the TCP/IP stack is shared and thus enables
ConfigService to prevent web attacks by𝑈𝑃 (cf. Section 5.4). During
the enrollment process, TruGW generates a TLS server certificate
with ConfigService’s trusted address and registers a TLS client
certificate for a master admin. Admins then submit their own TLS
client certificates to ConfigService and get them approved by the
master admin. By leveraging TLS client certificates, TruGW avoids
password-related security issues [21], reduces the risk of phishing
attacks, and can benefit from TPM-based storage back-ends [43].

Policy Translation. TruGW avoids inventing new policy lan-
guages to ease adoption. ConfigService uses a standard routing
syntax (similar to ip-route [30]) and the vanilla firewall syntax
(cf. §5.1) for configuration. In addition, ConfigService enables the
reconfiguration of TruGW’s IPs (cf. §5.3.2). Admins can reuse exist-
ing policies and further restrict services running on the gateway by
defining new routing and firewall rules for the VNIC interface. The
VNIC interface enables admins to explicitly control traffic from and
to untrusted 𝑈𝑃 services and ConfigService. Comparing to a com-
modity firewall configuration tool like iptables, firewall rules on
NetTrug’s physical NIC interfaces roughly translate to iptable’s pre-
/postrouting and forward chains, while rules on the VNIC interface
roughly translate to iptable’s input and output chains.

5 TRUGW DETAILS AND IMPLEMENTATION
We will now present the details of our TruGW architecture. We
picked Linux as the𝑈𝑃 OS, given that many commodity gateway
NOSes are derivatives of Linux (cf. Table 2, Appendix). For the
TEE, we chose OP-TEE [40] as it is a well-known, open-source
TEE for TZ with upstream Linux support, and a low TCB (SR7,
cf. Table 3). Our implementation targets an i.MX6 SoC [58], which
features a TZ-compatible Central Security Unit (CSU) for device
isolation and a TZ Address Space Controller (TZASC) [49] for the
memory partitioning. Without sacrificing generality and for ease
of discussion, we assume an Ethernet-based router that operates in
an IPv4 network.

5.1 TEE Integration and Networking
TruGW’s security is rooted in the integrity of its𝑇𝑃 components and
boot process. Therefore, TruGW leverages secure boot to guarantee
that only trusted bootloader and TEE images are loaded (cf. Ap-
pendix A). TruGW’s trusted kernel (𝑇𝑘

𝑃
) components (cf. Figure 3)

extend OP-TEE’s kernel and are therefore verified as part of the
TEE images (SR2). The trusted bootloader includes a device tree
(DT) blob [39] which describes all hardware components of the
system. On TEE boot, NetTrug parses the DT to bind all NICs to

𝑇𝑃 by configuring them as secure in i.MX6’s CSU3 [33] and thus
protect them against𝑈𝑃 (cf. §4.1). To prevent early boot attacks by
𝑈𝑃 , TruGW transfers control to the 𝑈𝑃 bootloader only after all
protections have been successfully set up (SR1).

Trusted Networking. NetTrug is TruGW’s central extension to
the trusted TEE kernel. NetTrug mediates all gateway traffic and
securely performs trusted network I/O and policy enforcement in
𝑇𝑘
𝑃
(cf. §4.1). On TEE boot, NetTrug initializes one trusted network

interface for each NIC and one untrusted interface for VNIC and
allocates an egress queue, ARP cache (cf. §5.3.1), I/O workers, and a
configurable, static IP address (cf. §5.3.2) to each of them. NetTrug
tags untrusted interfaces, s.t. its routing and firewall modules can
enforce special restrictions on them, e.g., to isolate trusted forward
(and broadcast) traffic and prevent spoofing attacks by 𝑈𝑃 (SR4-
5; cf. §4.2, 5.3.1). For packet filtering, NetTrug incorporates the
stateful, BPF-based L3/L4 firewall NPF [54]. To this end, we ported
NPF to OP-TEE and NetTrug’s worker framework, and integrated
it as a callable firewall module into NetTrug’s networking loop,
where NPF enforces trusted filter rules on given IP packets. We
picked NPF as it is well-known (NetBSD’s firewall) and feature-rich.
However, conceptually, NetTrug could adopt additional firewall
modules (e.g., application level) as trusted kernel or user modules.

NetTrug’s new I/O workers perform the actual traffic processing
for each interface securely in 𝑇𝑘

𝑃
using a polling-based I/O model.

On setup, NIC drivers (incl. VNIC) request I/O workers for their
interfaces and allocate device-specific I/O callbacks to them. On a
packet event (e.g., signaled by an interrupt handler), workers poll
and process all current RX (or TX) packets of their assigned NIC,
before reentering a sleep state. They perform a typical I/O loop:
(i) Ethernet RX via driver, (ii) link layer processing, (iii) ingress
filtering and IP routing, (iv) egress filtering and ARP resolution,
(v) egress enqueueing, and (vi) packet transmission via driver.

NetTrug’s Workers. For TruGW to be practical, it is crucial that
TruGW’s trusted networking causes only a small performance
penalty compared to commodity gateways (AR4).While TruGWand
OP-TEE both follow the idea of keeping full scheduling and thread-
ing stacks in 𝑈𝑃 to preserve compatibility and a low TCB (cf. §4.1),
OP-TEE’s approach is not suitable for efficient NIC I/O. OP-TEE re-
lies on𝑈𝑃 threads to call into the TEE for service and assigns them
lightweight TEE tasks (a.k.a. threads) on entry. This design causes
high overhead on thread switches and synchronization—both om-
nipresent in networking cores—due to costly context switches be-
tween 𝑇𝑃 and 𝑈𝑃 . In addition, it is not possible to schedule TEE
tasks from trusted interrupt handlers as required for NIC I/O, be-
cause the𝑈𝑃 APIs are context-switching and thus not callable from
interrupt contexts [29] (details on OP-TEE’s design are given in
Appendix B).

NetTrug’s trusted workers build on lightweight (OP-)TEE
threads, but overcome their limitations. NetTrug exposes a new,
minimal worker registration interface to 𝑈𝑃 , which a helper ser-
vice uses to provide a pool of𝑈𝑃 threads. One thread registers as
NetTrug’s notifier and the others as workers. NetTrug’s networking
modules (e.g., drivers) can request scheduling of a worker using a
new dedicated𝑇𝑘

𝑃
API (similar to NAPI [13]). The API directly flags

3a TZPC or an other SoC-specific technology can replace the CSU
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a worker without any context switch and is thus also callable from
trusted NIC interrupt handlers, e.g., on a packet event. NetTrug’s
notifier periodically checks for flagged workers and if sleeping,
wakes up their associated threads using 𝑈𝑃 ’s scheduler. As the
worker’s sleep and wake-up operations fall back to costly context
switches to𝑈𝑃 , NetTrug minimizes their number using several op-
timizations, e.g., I/O batch processing, notification coalescing on
multiple packets or full queues, and a grace period of idling before
putting worker threads to sleep. That way, NetTrug keeps the per-
formance penalty low (cf. §7.3) while preserving a𝑈𝑃 -compatible,
low TCB design.

5.2 Trusted Network Device I/O
5.2.1 Split NIC Driver Operation. NetTrug’s network I/O and
worker frameworks provide the essential support required for se-
cure and efficient NIC driver I/O in 𝑇𝑃 . As full NIC drivers would
bloat the TCB (SR7 ), we split them and port only the critical, I/O
relevant driver parts to OP-TEE and NetTrug while keeping the
uncritical rest in𝑈𝑃 (cf. §4.1). On𝑇𝑃 boot, the secure subdriver Tdrv
registers a trusted network interface and I/O workers on NetTrug
for the NIC and securely allocates the NIC I/O descriptor rings in
𝑇𝑃 . Combined with the NIC’s 𝑇𝑃 -binding established by NetTrug
(cf. §5.1), the NIC is in a clean and protected state before the un-
trusted NOS starts booting (SR1). On 𝑈𝑃 boot, the untrusted sub-
driver Udrv is responsible for performing uncritical configuration
tasks (e.g., power management) [68] and starting the physical Eth-
ernet device of the NIC (PHY).4 However, the NIC protection blocks
any access attempts by Udrv to a NIC, s.t. they result in a data abort
(DA). Therefore, Tdrv registers a secure DA handler. That way, if
an uncritical Udrv task requires a one-time NIC access (e.g., PHY
startup), Tdrv can trap the access fault in 𝑇𝑃 , decode it [33], and se-
curely perform the access on behalf of Udrv. After boot, the trusted
NIC workers securely perform the NIC I/O and the packet forward-
ing between the NICs and NetTrug. Tdrv securely handles the NIC’s
I/O interrupts in𝑇𝑃 and forwards uncritical ones to Udrv if required.
Udrv is not involved in the I/O phase, which enables a secure, low
overhead operation (SR2-4, AR4).

5.2.2 VNIC Device I/O. We designed VNIC’s 𝑈𝑃 -interface based
on Virtio-net and Virtio-mmio [47] to make it compatible with
commodity NOSes and drivers (AR3) while having a small TCB
(SR7 ). On𝑇𝑃 boot, VNIC registers an untrusted network interface on
NetTrug and extends the device tree [39] (cf. §5.1) to expose itself
as a simple (SR7 ), memory-mapped device to 𝑈𝑃 (Virtio-mmio).
On 𝑈𝑃 boot, Linux detects the VNIC device and uses its Virtio
default drivers to set up a network interface for 𝑈𝑃 . To enable
𝑈𝑃 interaction, VNIC exposes virtual device registers to 𝑈𝑃 using
a dedicated memory region. VNIC protects the region from 𝑈𝑃
via the TZASC (cf. §5), s.t. access attempts by 𝑈𝑃 trap as data
abort exceptions into 𝑇𝑃 . On a trap, VNIC decodes the respective
physical target address [33] andmaps it to its virtual device registers.
That way, VNIC can transparently detect and handle configuration
requests and I/O ring notifications by 𝑈𝑃 . On network I/O, VNIC’s
NetTrug worker receives Ethernet frames from 𝑈𝑃 or NetTrug,

4a potential splitting of the PHY drivers is left as future work

securely processes and routes them, and forwards traffic between
𝑇𝑃 and𝑈𝑃 (cf. §4.2 and §5.1).

5.3 Address Resolution and Assignment
5.3.1 ARP. TruGWmust guarantee secureMAC address resolution
to prevent redirection and spoofing attacks by attackers in𝑈𝑃 (SR5).
Therefore, NetTrug includes a trusted ARP stack inside 𝑇𝑃 and
performs extra checks on𝑈𝑃 traffic. For the physical NIC interfaces,
the ARP stack handles MAC address resolution and ARP requests
securely in𝑇𝑘

𝑃
. For the untrusted VNIC interface, NetTrug performs

special steps to prevent ARP spoofing attacks by 𝑈𝑃 : (a)𝑈𝑃 ’s ARP
requests are directly answered by NetTrug with a virtual MAC and
(b) 𝑈𝑃 ’s ARP replies are dropped. That way, NetTrug transparently
handles𝑈𝑃 ’s ARP resolution and prevents𝑈𝑃 from poisoning the
ARP caches of any NIC interface or of any internal or external
host (SR5). When forwarding traffic to𝑈𝑃 , NetTrug knows VNIC’s
𝑈𝑃 -exposed MAC and can directly use it as the destination MAC.

5.3.2 DHCP and DNS. By default, TruGW does not assign IP ad-
dresses or handle DNS queries to keep its TCB small (SR7 ). TruGW
has a set of static, preconfigured (yet configurable) IP addresses
(cf. §5.1). We assume that network admins reconfigure these to fit
their setup and operate a dedicated DHCP server to assign addresses
to clients. Conceptually, NetTrug could incorporate a basic DHCP
stack for smaller networks, e.g., providing gateway, client, and DNS
server IPs. However, a full DHCP server would require a UDP/IP
and socket stack inside 𝑇𝑃 , which significantly increases TruGW’s
TCB (cf. §4.1). Regarding DNS, the current design of TruGW as-
sumes DNS to be outside of the gateway, such as a dedicated DNS
resolver or an external DNS resolver (e.g., provided by ISPs or other
entities such as Google). Either way, NetTrug protects the confiden-
tiality and integrity of DNS and DHCP communication against𝑈𝑃
system-level attackers using its restrictive routing and anti-spoofing
measures on the VNIC interface (SR4-5; cf. §4.2, §5.3.1).

5.4 Trusted Policy Management
TruGW must prevent unauthenticated network communication by
𝑈𝑃 and network attackers until a trusted policy has been provided.
On startup, NetTrug therefore sets up a “restrictive boot policy”.
This policy only allows local HTTPS connections to TruGW’s con-
figuration ports, but neither outgoing 𝑈𝑃 connections nor traffic
forwarding across network clients. That way, NetTrug restricts
network traffic to local configuration sessions until a policy gets
configured via ConfigService or securely restored from disk (SR1).

ConfigService is implemented as an OP-TEE trusted user appli-
cation. Its binary is signed, integrity checked by OP-TEE on load,
and protected against version rollbacks [40]. On an admin connec-
tion, ConfigService ships only an initial tiny, integrity-checked root
HTML file. All other web resources are loaded from an untrusted
𝑈𝑃 Apache server. That way, ConfigService can keep its latency and
memory footprint low (cf. §7.3+7.4) and does not depend on external
resources which are blocked on startup (SR1+7,AR4). ConfigService
uses subresource integrity (SRI) [1] to guarantee the integrity of
the 𝑈𝑃 -offloaded resources (SR6). Furthermore, it verifies custom
HTTP request headers to protect against cross-site request forgery
(CSRF) [3]; attacker-induced requests from different origins, e.g., by
rogue untrusted services (cf. §4.3), cannot add such custom headers.
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To support NPF’s policy language, we ported NPF’s client tool to
WebAssembly [12]. It parses the NPF policies inside the trusted
admin browsers and sends BPF filters via ConfigService to NetTrug,
where they are securely parsed, compiled, and enforced.

ConfigService’s server and client authentication is based on TLS
server and client certificates, respectively. On initial boot, NetTrug
securely issues a self-signed TLS server certificate 𝐶cnf for Config-
Service’s trusted web address (cf. §4.3) and stores it on rollback-
protected storage. For initial enrollment, the master admin then
connects via an exclusive physical network access to ConfigService
and uploads a securely generated TLS client certificate 𝐶mst. In
addition, the master admin distributes 𝐶cnf to all admins for certifi-
cate pinning (cf. §5.5) to prevent phishing and CSRF attacks against
ConfigService’s trusted address, especially by 𝑈𝑃 attackers. The
master can trust the initial 𝐶cnf on first use (TOFU) as the secure
boot (cf. §5.1), factory state of𝑈𝑃 , and exclusive network access rule
out any device or network attacker. On completion, ConfigService
securely stores 𝐶mst and starts enforcing access control based on
the TLS client certificates of the HTTPS client connections. Clients
without a registered TLS client certificate can only upload a TLS
client certificate 𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑚 to request admin access, which then has to
be explicitly granted by the master. Only admins and the master
have access to the trusted routing and firewall policies. The master
can additionally revoke admin certificates or request server key
rollovers, e.g., on a key breach. An explicit trusted factory reset
(e.g., via button) can wipe all certificates for a full re-enrollment.

5.5 Deployment
TruGW has been designed with the goal to be compatible with
commodity ARM gateway routers (AR1). TruGW currently requires
ARM TrustZone with memory and device isolation (TZASC, TZPC)
and support for rollback-protected storage (e.g., eMMCwith RPMB).
𝑇𝑃 ’s secure memory demands are about 16–32 MB and therefore
easily met by many router platforms (cf. Section 7.4). Regarding
software, TruGW is compatible with commodity Linux and its up-
stream OP-TEE and Virtio drivers (AR3). The untrusted NIC drivers
(Udrv) are slightly adapted versions of the Linux drivers. Manufac-
turers can easily deploy TruGW, because its 𝑇𝑘

𝑃
components are

direct extensions of the OP-TEE image(s) and its ConfigService
TA and 𝑈𝑃 services can be packed into OP-TEE’s Linux software
package. TruGW is non-intrusive in that its TEE extension does
not affect other applications (AR2) and its𝑈𝑃 helper services (e.g.,
SockHelper) do not require any special permissions.

Manufacturers can update TruGW using standard methods. The
untrusted and trusted userspace components (incl. ConfigService)
can be updated via regular Linux package updates. Attackers cannot
manipulate the trusted components as OP-TEE only accepts vendor-
signed TAs (cf. §5.4). TruGW’s trusted kernel components (e.g.,
NetTrug) require an update of the TEE image using existing (or
device-specific) methods for firmware updates [38]. TruGW does
not affect the way commodity𝑈𝑃 software is updated.

Admins can follow common best practices for managing
TruGW’s TLS server and client certificates. The master admin dis-
tributes ConfigService’s server certificate 𝐶cnf to all admins for
certificate pinning (e.g., via group policies).𝑈𝑃 manages TLS server
certificates of untrusted 𝑈𝑃 services. Admins must vet these 𝑈𝑃

certificates to not include the trusted web address of ConfigService
before distributing them to guarantee distinct web origins (cf. §4.3).
To ease the𝑈𝑃 vetting, TruGW could integrate a 𝑇𝑃 certificate au-
thority restricted to untrusted addresses (cf. RFC5280), whose cer-
tificate could then be distributed instead. Key breaches and rollovers
are securely handled by master or via a full re-enrollment (cf. §5.4).

6 SECURITY ANALYSIS
We now analyze TruGW’s security design by discussing its coun-
termeasures against critical attacks and assessing how it contains
real world vulnerabilities of commodity gateways.

6.1 Attacks and their Countermeasures
We now summarize attacks against TruGW. Many of them are
directly related to the requirements defined in Section 3.1.

Adversary Types. Following our defined threat model (cf. §2.1),
TruGW’s main focus is on system-level attackers (Sysgw) which
gained full control over 𝑈𝑃 via a remote service and system ex-
ploit. Furthermore, we assume malicious network clients located
in internal (int.) or external (ext.) networks with the goal of by-
passing access restrictions. Beyond our threat model, we assume
that adversaries might control a web page visited by an admin
(web). Finally, while we regard admins and their systems as trusted,
we also discuss the implications of a system-level attacker on the
systems of the admins (Sysadm) or master (Sysmst). Based on these
attacker roles, we now discuss how TruGW protects against 14
security-critical attacks shown in Table 1 (see next page).

A01: Image/Binary Tampering (SR2). The integrity of TruGW’s
𝑇𝑃 images (e.g., NetTrug) and device tree are guaranteed by secure
boot (cf. §5.1). Tampering with ConfigService’s binary is prevented
as OP-TEE verifies TA binaries on load and prevents rollbacks.

A02: Code/Data Tampering (SR2). Sysgw cannot tamper with
TruGW’s 𝑇𝑃 components using memory writes or direct memory
access. From boot on, TruGW protects 𝑇𝑃 memory and NICs from
Sysgw using TrustZone and securely allocates all data in𝑇𝑃 (cf. §5.1).

A03: Policy Enforcement Bypass (SR1/3). Sysgw cannot bypass
NetTrug’s trusted policies, because NetTrug has full control over the
NIC I/O paths from TEE boot (cf. A02) and can therefore guarantee
their enforcement. int. and ext. attackers cannot bypass TruGW’s
policies due to TruGW’s deployment at the perimeter.

A04: Direct MAC/IP Spoofing (SR5). TruGW prevents Sysgw from
sending traffic with spoofed source MAC or IP address by replacing
the source MAC with the MAC of the resp. output NIC and by
dropping 𝑈𝑃 packets with spoofed source IP on VNIC (cf. §4.2).
To defend against int. adversaries, TruGW can securely enforce
port-based MAC pinning schemes and subnetwork isolation in 𝑇𝑃 .

A05: ARP Poisoning/Spoofing (SR5). TruGW performs ARP re-
quest and response handling securely in NetTrug. To prevent ARP
poisoning and spoofing by Sysgw, NetTrug isolates 𝑈𝑃 ARP mes-
sages by directly replying to𝑈𝑃 ARP requests and not forwarding
𝑈𝑃 ARP replies (cf. §5.3). For int. attackers, NetTrug can securely
enforce static routes or other common schemes (cf. A04).
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Table 1: Overview of TruGW’s defense measures against security-critical attacks by the adversaries defined in Section 6.1.

Target / Goal Attack Adversaries TruGW’s Defense Mechanisms Sec?

Comp. Integrity A01: Image/Binary Tampering Sysgw secure boot + signed TAs ✓
A02: Code/Data Tampering Sysgw TZ mem/NIC protect. via NetTrug (+Tdrv) ✓

Policy Enforcement A03: Policy Enforcement Bypass Sysgw, int., ext. NetTrug’s NIC I/O and policies + perimeter ✓

Address Spoofing A04: Direct MAC/IP Spoofing Sysgw, int. NetTrug’s filtering (+ port pinning, subnets) ✓
A05: ARP Poisoning/Spoofing Sysgw, int. NetTrug’s trusted ARP handling (+ cf. A04) ✓

Traffic Protection A06: Traffic Tampering/Sniffing Sysgw Tdrv+NetTrug’s NIC I/O + restrictive routing ✓

Trusted Policy
Configuration

A07: Policy Tampering Sysgw TZASC + NetTrug + secure storage ✓
A08: Policy Change via Auth. Bypass Sysgw, int.(, ext.) ConfigService’s enrollment + cert. management ✓
A09: Config Connection Tampering Sysgw, int. ConfigService’s protected TLS endpoint ✓
A10: ConfigService Spoofing Sysgw, int., web 𝐶cnf pinning + trusted domain/IP vetting ✓
A11: CSRF against ConfigService web (Sysgw) custom request header + trusted domain/IP ✓
A12: ConfigService File Tampering Sysgw SRI + hashing (+ signed TAs) ✓

Admins / Master A13: Admin/Master Compromise Sysadm, Sysmst TPM + TEE browser + secure user I/O (✓)
Leakage A14: Covert Channel (Hdrs,Time) int., ext. (Sysgw) filters + traffic tunnels + time masking (✓)

A06: Traffic Tampering/Sniffing (SR4). Sysgw can neither read nor
manipulate any forward traffic or any network packet stored in
TruGW’s trusted I/O buffers. NetTrug and its secure NIC drivers
(Tdrv) protect the NIC I/O paths (incl. I/O rings) in 𝑇𝑃 (cf. §4.1). In
addition, NetTrug routes only𝑈𝑃 -destined traffic to𝑈𝑃 (cf. §4.2).

A07: Policy Tampering (SR6). Sysgw cannot directly tamper with
trusted policies in memory or on disk. NetTrug isolates the policies
in 𝑇𝑃 memory and allows changes only by ConfigService. Disk
backups are protected via OP-TEE’s secure storage API.

A08: Policy Change via Auth. Bypass (SR6). Sysgw and int. cannot
modify trusted policies (or IPs) via ConfigService, because only
master and admins have access. In addition, the initial master en-
rollment is secure, because the gateway (incl.𝑈𝑃 ) is in a secure boot
state and the master has exclusive device access (cf. §5.4). After-
wards, master grants only trusted admins access to ConfigService
and blocks any malicious requests by Sysgw or int. TruGW restricts
access to ConfigService to internal clients, which blocks ext.

A09 Tampering with Config Session (SR6). Sysgw and int. can-
not tamper with connections between trusted admins and Config-
Service, because they are TLS-protected and end in 𝑇𝑃 .

A10: ConfigService Spoofing (SR6). Neither Sysgw, nor int., nor
web can impersonate ConfigService, because admins securely pin
its server certificate (𝐶cnf) for the trusted web address (cf. §5.4).
Furthermore, admins distribute𝑈𝑃 service certificates only for un-
trusted addresses (cf. §5.5).

A11: CSRF against ConfigService (SR6). TruGW prevents web
attackers from launching CSRF attacks against admins of Config-
Service by requiring custom HTTP request headers [3] (cf. §5.4)
which are only settable from the same web origin. As ConfigService
has a trusted web domain (or IP) and thus different origin than𝑈𝑃
services (cf. §4.3), Sysgw cannot launch CSRF either.

A12: ConfigService Resource Tampering (SR6). Sysgw cannot tam-
per with ConfigService’s root HTML or 𝑈𝑃 -hosted web resources,
because ConfigService uses secure hashing and subresource in-
tegrity (SRI) to check their integrity on load (cf. §5.4).

A13: Admin/Master Compromise (SR6). While we assume the
master, admins, and their systems as trusted (cf. §2.1), we now dis-
cuss the implications of a full compromise of their systems. Sysadm
cannot steal the admin private key 𝐾−1

adm if it has been securely
generated and stored in a TPM. However, Sysadm can use the ad-
min credentials to maliciously reconfigure TruGW’s trusted poli-
cies via ConfigService. If such a breach is detected, the master
must immediately revoke 𝐶adm. To prevent such an attack, TruGW
can deploy orthogonal solutions on the admin-side, which estab-
lish a secure I/O channel between the admin and a TEE-protected
browser [19, 24] and enforce their use for ConfigService access [57].
That way, Sysadm can neither steal 𝐾−1

adm nor use it. The situation
is similar for Sysmst, however, on a master key breach 𝐾−1

𝑚𝑠𝑡 , a full
enrollment reset is required (cf. §5.4). On re-enrollment, the master
requires a clean system to prevent hijacking attempts by Sysmst.

A14: Covert Channels (Headers, Timing). TruGW’s current focus
is not on an active prevention of covert channels. However, TruGW
could adopt existing techniques to contain or prevent covert chan-
nels. For instance, TruGW could heavily filter all packet headers
(incl.𝑈𝑃 ’s) to remove storage channels [65], deploy client-side so-
lutions for protected traffic tunnels to TruGW to entirely strip
untrusted headers by int. [57], or adopt time masking schemes to
prevent timing channels by int. and ext. [6]. As TruGW currently
relies on 𝑈𝑃 for scheduling (cf. Section 5.1), Sysgw controls the
scheduler and can exploit it for additional timing channels. TruGW
could prevent them by switching to a 𝑇𝑃 -controlled scheduler [42].

6.2 Real World Vulnerabilities
Recent CVEs in network gateways have raised serious security
concerns and motivated our design of TruGW. We now asses how
TruGW addresses these real world vulnerabilities. As discussed in
Section 2, critical CVEs of network gateways mainly lurk in auxil-
iary services, e.g., SNMP or web interfaces, and system components
unrelated to core network functionalities (Table 3 + 6, Appendix).
They enable remote attackers full control over the system, i.e., at-
tackers effectively gain the privileges of Sysgw, e.g., via a remote
code execution. By design, TruGW contains exactly these types
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of services and system components in 𝑈𝑃 and securely isolates
the core network functionalities (incl. firewall) in 𝑇𝑃 against Sysgw.
Therefore, TruGW successfully protects gateways against recent
attacks.

TruGW’s security can only be undermined if vulnerabilities lurk
in the remaining attack surface within𝑇𝑃 services themselves. How-
ever, TruGWonly includes core network services in𝑇𝑃 (e.g., firewall,
NIC drivers), which have faced very few CVEs, especially compared
to commodity OSes (cf. Section 2). Furthermore, our current TruGW
𝑇𝑘
𝑃
prototype (cf. §7.1) only has ≈110 kLOCs, whereas 12 popular

auxiliary services of DD-WRT routers already include an attack sur-
face which is one order of magnitude larger (≈4517 kLOCs, cf. Ta-
ble 4 in Appendix). Commodity𝑈𝑃 OSes are even larger and have
faced 2-3 orders of magnitudes more CVEs than OP-TEE OS, which
faced only ≈10 CVEs (cf. Table 3, Appendix). Therefore, TruGW
drastically decreases the TCB size of commodity routers and thus
risk of critical vulnerabilities.

7 EVALUATION
We now describe our prototype implementation and evaluate it in
terms of code size (TCB), performance, and memory overhead.

7.1 Open-source Prototype
We implemented an open-source TruGW prototype5 on a Nitro-
gen6X development board [16] with an i.MX6Q ARM CPU (32bit, 4
cores), 2 GB RAM, and the Gbps Freescale Fast Ethernet Controller
(FEC) as our secure NIC. FEC is known to be technically limited to
≈470 Mbps maximum (cf. errata 004512), and indeed showed only
≈400 Mbps for ingoing/outgoing traffic in a vanilla setting in our
experiments. However, we nevertheless chose this board due to
its Ethernet support and as its TrustZone support was well docu-
mented and successfully used in research projects by others [33].
We run Debian 10 with a 4.14 Linux kernel6 as untrusted 𝑈𝑃 OS
and OP-TEE 3.8.0 [40] as the secure 𝑇𝑃 OS. We use U-Boot 2018.07
as the (trusted) bootloader6.

To implement NetTrug’s ARP, routing, and NPF integration, we
ported NPF-Router [53] to OP-TEE and significantly extended it
with trusted workers (incl. notifier), device driver callbacks, packet
buffers and queues, and VNIC support. NetTrug’s worker registra-
tion interface (cf. Section 5.1) is exposed to 𝑈𝑃 via OP-TEE’s TA
client API. We have implemented VNIC mostly from scratch, but
use the vqueue implementation of Trusty OS [42] for the I/O rings.
Tdrv follows the Linux FEC driver and registers a separate Rx and Tx
worker on NetTrug for increased performance. We integrated Tdrv
into NetTrug’s driver framework and enabled interrupt sharing
with Udrv (cf. §5.2.1). For trapping and decoding 𝑈𝑃 NIC and VNIC
access faults, we have extended and integrated parts of SeCloak [33]
into OP-TEE and NetTrug.

ConfigService is implemented as an OP-TEE trusted application
(TA). We use the tiny picohttpparser [46] for HTTP parsing and a
small subset of mbedTLS for TLS. The untrusted SockHelper is a
small C program which handles the TCP server sockets and calls
into ConfigService via OP-TEE’s TA API. SockHelper exchanges
TLS records with ConfigService using a new ringbuffer based on

5Prototype available at: https://github.com/trugw
6we use the imx6 forks provided by the board vendor (Boundary Devices)
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OP-TEE’s shared memory API. ConfigService’s web application
is a simple web page which communicates via GET and POST
XMLHttpRequests with ConfigService and uses our Wasm port of
NPF’s client tool for the firewall policy parsing (cf. Section 5.4).

7.2 Code Size Analysis
We now analyse to what extent TruGW’s components increase the
TCB size compared to vanilla OP-TEE. We measured the LOCs of
OP-TEE’s and TruGW’s trusted kernel components using cloc [15].
As OP-TEE and NPF choose files depending on the platform con-
figuration, we only counted the actually included source/header
files. OP-TEE’s core has ≈52 k LOCs plus ≈24, 4 k for its crypto
library LibTomCrypt [36]. TruGW adds ≈8.4 k LOCs for NetTrug,
VNIC, Tdrv, and device access trapping combined plus ≈25.1 k for
the NPF firewall with all its libraries. That means, TruGW’s core
increases OP-TEE’s core only by ≈16% and the addition of NPF is
roughly on a par with OP-TEE’s crypto library (SR7 ). Moreover,
NPF makes up ≈75% of the current TruGW code base, and there is
a substantial shrinking potential as NPF’s design is not tailored to
TrustZone. ConfigService adds only ≈2.1 k LOCs to 𝑇𝑢

𝑃
, plus a sub-

set of mbedTLS. Altogether, TruGW has a reasonably small impact
on OP-TEE’s TCB size and significantly decreases the overall attack
surface compared to commodity𝑈𝑃 OSes and services (cf. §6.2).

7.3 Performance Evaluation
We now report on the network performance of TruGW. We evalu-
ate (i) the network throughput of TruGW, (ii) the overhead of its
firewall, (iii) TruGW’s impact on network latency, and (iv) the page
load time of ConfigService. To this end, we interconnected TruGW
with two client hosts using a 5-port gigabit switch. The first host
(𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑀 ) is a Macbook Pro (Mac) with an Apple Thunderbolt-to-
Gigabit Ethernet Adapter. The second host (𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐿) is an HP Z1
workstation with an Intel I219-LM NIC running Ubuntu. Each host
is in a separate IP subnetwork and configured to use TruGW as its
default gateway, s.t. all traffic is forwarded through TruGW.

7.3.1 Network Throughput. We use iPerf3 [22] to evaluate the TCP
network throughput of TruGW in three ways: (i) the downlink
of an untrusted router service (“Router RX”, e.g., file upload to a
local file server on the gateway) and (ii) uplink throughput of an
untrusted router service (“Router TX”, e.g., file download from the
gateway’s file server), and (iii) the client throughput when routing
all traffic through TruGW (“Forwarding”). iPerf3 sends TCP traffic
via a single connection to another iPerf3 instance and measures
the resulting throughput performance over 10 s. Figure 4 illustrates

https://github.com/trugw
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our test cases and corresponding network flows. For (i) and (ii),
iPerf3 runs on one client host and as an untrusted router service
in TruGW’s 𝑈𝑃 . TruGW serves as the (i) receiver and (ii) sender
respectively. For (iii), we run iPerf3 on both client hosts and consider
both sending directions. We compare TruGW to the plain Linux
setup of the Nitrogen6X board without TrustZone as the baseline
(“vanilla”). We disable NIC offloading features as our current driver
implementation does not yet support them and map device registers
uncached due to OP-TEE’s limited mapping support [33]. For both
setups, we perform 20 iterations for each test case.

Figure 5 shows the performance results for all six tests. (i) TruGW
reaches a receive throughput of about 385 Mbps, which is about 90%
of the vanilla throughput. The observed overhead is likely caused by
the current implementation of VNIC’s𝑈𝑃 interface (Virtio-mmio).
VNIC currently uses (legacy) interrupts for buffer notifications to
𝑈𝑃 (and access traps in the opposite direction) which can frequently
interrupt the𝑈𝑃 iPerf3 thread. We could further improve the results
by refining VNIC’s batch processing, but we regard the performance
hit as acceptable for rare bulk uploads to router services. (ii) TruGW
reaches a transmission throughput of 392 Mbps for Host𝑀 , which
is about 6.5% higher than that of vanilla (368 Mbps avg.). For Host𝐿 ,
TruGW reaches 99% of vanilla’s average throughput (369 Mbps).
While TruGW’s throughput to Host𝑀 is currently higher than
vanilla, we have observed comparable maximum throughput val-
ues for Host𝐿 and vanilla, too. VNIC currently performs aggressive
packet forwarding retries on a NIC congestion, which seem to ben-
efit from 𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑀 ’s ACK sending behaviour. (iii) Lastly, TruGW’s
forwarding performance reaches 92.6–93.8% (236 Mbps avg.) of the
vanilla throughput when Host𝑀 is the sender and 101.9–103.5%
(221 Mbps avg.) when Host𝑀 is the receiver. In summary, TruGW
shows an overall high throughput ≥ 90% (AR4) and performs similar
to the vanilla system (92.6–103.5%) when forwarding.

7.3.2 Firewall Overhead. We now measure if adding NPF firewall
rules causes overhead. We repeated the three iPerf3 measurements
with Host𝑀 while applying filter rules, i.e., the “Mac Router RX/TX”
and the “𝑀 → 𝐿” benchmarks of Figure 5. For RX/TX, we defined
rules on the VNIC interface, which check for TCP connections to
TruGW’s IP on iPerf3’s port. For forwarding, we defined analo-
gous rules on the NIC interface to match iPerf3’s connections to

Host𝐿 . We performed 20 iterations of each test with (a) stateful rules
(connection tracking) and (b) bidirectional, stateless rules.

We observed a small overhead of about 0.5 to 1% in each test.
This is not surprising, because NPF enforces rules using just-in-
time compiled BPF code and has a fast path for connection tracking,
which enables efficient allowlisting policies. While the overhead
will naturally increase with large rulesets, the observed overhead
comes from NPF’s static code. As long as stateful policies capture
most of the traffic—which is the norm for most networks—the
overhead is thus marginal.

7.3.3 Latency Overhead. We now evaluate how TruGW affects
latency during web browsing and on a per-packet basis.

Web browsing. To follow a typical user scenario, we measure
the client-side load times of web pages. We selected the ten stable
pages from the top 13 of the Tranco list [32] for the evaluation.
We excluded “tmall.com” and “qq.com” as they blocked the page
load or faced a high baseline variance (multiple seconds) and “win-
dowsupdate.com” as Chrome refused to load it. For each page, we
measured the average load times over 10 iterations from Host𝑀
using a Chrome extension [62]. We kept all DNS entries cached,
but cleared the web caches after each page load. We compare the
baseline without TruGW (using a home router as Host𝑀 ’s direct
gateway to a ≈60 Mbps line) to a setup with TruGW as an additional
intermediate router between them.

TruGW incurs an average load time overhead of ≈3.4% reaching
from 0.07% to 4.95% peak. The latency is low when most packets
arrive while TruGW’s I/O workers are still polling, and is slightly
higher when TruGW’s notifier must wake them up (cf. §5.1). The
workers partially compensate this by having an idle grace period
before entering the sleep state. We regard the observed average
overhead as reasonably small. Most of the overheads translate to
page load delays of about 30 ms (cf. Table 5, Appendix), which is
not noticeable by average users.

Packet Latency. To gauge how latency-critical applications (e.g.,
gaming) are affected by TruGW, we also evaluate the per-packet
latency using ping. We measure the average round trip time (RTT)
from𝐻𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑀 to an external server for 1000 packets over 10 iterations.
We use the same baseline as in the page load test. TruGW shows an
average RTT of 14.22 ms, which is a tiny per-packet slowdown of
≈0.37 ms (≈2.67 %) compared to the average baseline of 13.85 ms.

7.3.4 Trusted ConfigService Load. We now briefly report on the
page load time of ConfigService’s master admin page. We follow the
approach of the previous section (§7.3.3). The load time includes
the server and client TLS authentication and the fetching of all
ConfigService web resources. We have observed an average load
time of about 1385 ms, which fulfills current user expectations of
1–2 seconds [63]. We can further optimize ConfigService if required.

7.4 Secure Memory Overhead
Since routers are usually resource-constrained devices, we now
discuss the secure memory overhead of TruGW. TruGW currently
shares OP-TEE’s default configuration and claims 30 MB of the
system RAM exclusively for the trusted partition 𝑇𝑃 and 2 MB for
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shared memory. VNIC additionally claims 268 B for its virtual de-
vice registers [47]. These memory requirements are easily met by
commodity router platforms. For instance, OpenWrt [5] recom-
mends ≥ 128 MB of RAM for routers, which is fulfilled by the
majority of its supported ARM devices.7 In addition, the TruGW
prototype currently leaves ≈20 MB of the 32 MB for trusted user
apps, such that we could further reduce TruGW’s memory require-
ments, likely to ≈16 MB. The exact memory demand depends on
the number of NICs and their I/O buffer sizes. For instance, the FEC
NIC uses two rings à 512 entries for Ethernet frames (≈1.5 MB).
However, TruGW relocates NIC I/O buffers, egress queues, and
firewall states from 𝑈𝑃 to 𝑇𝑃 , i.e., they do not increase the overall
system demands.

ConfigService has a small memory footprint inside the TA mem-
ory. The demands are defined by the per-client TLS ringbuffers
(≈4 kB), HTTP buffers (≈4 kB), and internal TLS buffers (≈3.6–
32 kB). The TLS admin certificates and the HTML file are securely
stored on disk. Other web resources are offloaded to𝑈𝑃 (cf. §5.4).

8 CONCLUSION
The increasing attack surface introduced by commodity gateway
OSes and auxiliary services enables remote attackers to easily com-
promise gateway routers and bypass their security-critical network
policies. Unfortunately, network infrastructures still widely rely on
the assumption that gateways are trusted (“bastion hosts”). Existing
ad-hoc protection attempts result in large attack surfaces or are not
suitable for the protection of stand-alone consumer and SME gate-
ways. TruGW bridges this important gap by guaranteeing trusted
policy enforcement with a small attack surface even on a fully
compromised gateway. TruGW’s design builds on widely-available
hardware and software features (e.g., TrustZone, Virtio) to enable
an affordable and readily deployable secure gateway architecture.
TruGW thus restores the trust in the security of gateway routers.
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A ARM SECURE AND TRUSTED BOOT
ARM secure boot provides mechanisms to verify that only trusted
images are loaded during system boot. To realize this, the boot
images are signed and each loader verifies the image of the next
stage before transferring control to it. That way, secure boot es-
tablishes a chain of trust which is rooted in a trusted root signing
key. While the details are implementation-specific, the concepts
of secure boot are well known [4, 37]. They typically include: (i) a
trusted root key 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡 stored (typically by the manufacturer) in
tamper-proof non-volatile storage (e.g., OTP) inaccessible by sys-
tem software, (ii) a trusted boot ROM which uses 𝑘𝑟𝑜𝑡 to verify
the signature of the first stage bootloader image, and (iii) a set of
public key hashes used to verify subsequent boot images (e.g., TEE
image,𝑈𝑃 bootloader) [4, 37]. The TrustZone-specific trusted board
boot [37] follows these principles to enable verification of the TEE
(𝑇𝑃 ) image(s) and the 𝑈𝑃 bootloader. As TruGW’s trusted kernel
components (e.g., NetTrug) are direct extensions of OP-TEE’s TEE
image(s) (cf. §5.1 and §5.5), their integrity is securely verified on
boot and therefore guaranteed to be in a trusted state. Optionally,
TruGW can include all 𝑈𝑃 OS images in the secure boot chain, e.g.,
by combining trusted boot with UEFI secure boot [7].
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Table 2: A sample of router network operating systems
(NOS) and the respective commodity OSes they derive from.
Many popular router NOSes are based on commodity OSes
and therefore inherit their security vulnerabilities. Note
that many “old”, hardware-specific NOSes nowadays run as
userspace services or VMs on recent platforms.

Vendor Network OS Underlying Commodity OS

AVM Fritz!OS Linux [60]
Cisco IOS XR Linux (Wind River), old: QNX [9]
Cisco IOS XE Linux [11]
DrayTek — Linux (now: DrayOS) [61]
Juniper Junos OS FreeBSD [26]
Juniper Junos OS Evolved Linux [25]
— DD-/OpenWRT Linux [5, 18]

Table 3: Number of CVE entries (2.3.22) for OSes, hypervi-
sors, and Linux networking components based on categories
of cvedetails.com and keyword searches on cve.mitre.org.
The CVEs show that (i) security kernels (e.g. OP-TEE) face a
way smaller risk of exploitation than commodity OSes used
by routers, and (ii) the Linux firewall and NIC drivers add
only minimally to the risk of code execution (CE) vulnera-
bilities compared to the full kernel or hypervisors. Note that
Xen and KVM require an additional host OS (e.g. Linux).

Product Total CVEs CE Search Keywords

Linux kernel 2763 263 —
Win. 10 OS 2590 538 —
FreeBSD OS 455 54 —
OP-TEE OS 10 3 —

Xen 378 20 —
QEMU (KVM) 355 77 —

Linux Firewall 67 2 linux netfilter
Eth. NIC Drv. 25 1 linux drivers net ethernet
Wireless Drv. 39 1 linux drivers net wireless

B OP-TEE’S THREAD SCHEDULING
OP-TEE [40] is not in control of the CPU scheduling and relies on
the Linux scheduler for running secure tasks. Linux applications
must explicitly call into OP-TEE for service. This design suites OP-
TEE’s service-oriented design and principle of least privilege and
contributes to OP-TEE’s small TCB (SR7 ). OP-TEE implements the
GlobalPlatform TEE Client API [23] which enables applications
to create a session with an OP-TEE trusted application (TA) and
then invoke TA-exposed RPC interfaces. OP-TEE’s Linux driver and
secure kernel handle the resulting thread context switches between
Linux (in𝑈𝑃 ) and OP-TEE’s TAs (in𝑇𝑃 ) based on TrustZone’s SMC
CPU instruction [49]. OP-TEE’s kernel stores the execution contexts
of the Linux threads in trusted TEE thread structures while they
perform TEE tasks. In Figure 3, the resulting control flow is shown
for TruGW’s SockHelper and ConfigService TA.

Table 4: Code sizes of auxiliary network services on DD-WRT
routers (rev. 47201) in thousands of lines of code.

Lines of Code [kLOC]
Service Short Description Total C/ASM Hdrs

asterisk VoIP server 766.6 673.7 92.9
dropbear Sys Utils (incl. sshd) 95.3 87.5 7.8
freeradius3 Authentication service 116.1 109.6 6.5
krb5 Authentication service 308.3 256.9 51.4
lighttpd Web server 82.9 71.5 11.4
minidlna Streaming server 691.0 553.3 137.7
nginx Web server 140.8 132.3 8.5
proftpd FTP daemon 227.7 220.9 6.8
samba4 File sharing server 1515.3 1431.8 83.5
snmp Sys/Net monitoring 288.2 257.9 30.3
squid Web proxy 51.3 15.0 36.3
zabbix Sys/Net monitoring 233.5 221.1 12.4

SUM 4517.0 4031.5 485.5

Table 5: Overview of Chrome page load times and overhead
when routing through TruGW as an intermediate router.

avg. load [ms]
Web Page Baseline TruGW Overhead

instagram.com 1298.5 1362.8 4.95%
linkedin.com 654.0 685.8 4.86%
google.com 563.0 590.1 4.81%
youtube.com 560.8 587.2 4.71%
microsoft.com 823.1 856.3 4.03%
baidu.com 6642.9 6895.1 3.80%
facebook.com 813.2 843.6 3.74%
apple.com 963.8 993.0 3.03%
wikipedia.org 701.5 704.5 0.43%
twitter.com 1125.7 1126.5 0.07%

However, a design like OP-TEE’s causes high performance over-
head and limitations. Keeping the thread scheduler in 𝑈𝑃 signifi-
cantly increases the required number of expensive context switches
between 𝑇𝑃 and 𝑈𝑃 on common tasks, e.g., thread synchronisation.
Furthermore, trusted 𝑇𝑃 interrupt handlers cannot schedule TEE
tasks as the𝑈𝑃 scheduling APIs used for TEE-associated threads are
context-switching and therefore incompatible with interrupt con-
texts [29]. For that reason, such scheduling designs (incl. OP-TEE’s)
are unsuitable for fast, trusted network I/O as required by TruGW.
Thismotivated us to design TruGW’s newworker frameworkwhich
overcomes these limitations and enables efficient NIC I/O in 𝑇𝑃
while keeping the scheduler in𝑈𝑃 (cf. §5.1).

https://www.cvedetails.com
https://cve.mitre.org
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Table 6: A sample of recent security critical vulnerabilities in auxiliary services, OS kernels, and hypervisors (VMMs) used by
popular network devices. The CVEs show that remote attackers can fully compromise such devices by chaining remote code
execution exploits to OS and (if required) VMM exploits. Thus, attackers gain full control over a device’s routing and firewall.

CVE Device Target Component / Vulnerability Attack Effect

U
se
rs
pa
ce

N
et
w
or
k
Se
rv
ic
es

2019-16028 Cisco Firepower Firewall LDAP Bypass (via HTTP) remote admin access
2019-17621 D-Link DIR-859 Wi-Fi router UPnP service (via HTTP) remote code execution (LAN)
2019-19494 Broadcom-based cable modems buffer overflow (via JS) remote kernel code execution
2020-3115 Cisco SD-WAN vManage (input validation error) local privilege escalation (root)
2020-11503 Sophos XG Firewall awarrensmtp (heap overflow) remote code execution
2020-15635 Netgear WLAN Router R6700 acsd service (buffer overflow) remote code execution
2020-27600 D-Link Router DIR-846 HNAP service remote command execution
2021-0254 Juniper ACX/MX routers overlayd (buffer overflow) remote code execution
2021-0260 Juniper net. devices (Junos OS) snmpd (improper authorization) remote SNMP read/write access
2021-1287 Cisco Wireless VPN routers web mngt. interface remote code execution (root)
2021-1539 Cisco ASR-5000 routers TACACS auth. bypass (via SSH) remote command execution
2021-1602 Cisco RV160/260 Routers web mngt. interface remote code execution (root)

O
S 2020-7460 FreeBSD-based Routers (Table 2) FreeBSD kernel local kernel code execution

2021-31440 Linux-based Routers (Table 2) Linux kernel 5.11.15 local kernel code execution

VM
M 2020-7467 FreeBSD-based Routers (Table 2) bhyve (FreeBSD hypervisor) VM escape (host code exec.)

2020-14364 Linux-based Routers (Table 2) KVM-QEMU (Linux hypervisor) VM escape (host code exec.)
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